Which HR system reduces headaches and increases productivity?

See how much simpler it is to implement Oracle Cloud HCM vs. SAP SuccessFactors

Your new HCM solution should make your life easier—not harder. We know implementations can be stressful, but the right provider can help make it a much smoother process. Learn why organizations trust Oracle over SAP to successfully implement their new HR solution.

“We didn’t want partnership relationships with third-party products, like SAP pushes a lot. And if you look at who is leading the push in the cloud, it’s Oracle, not SAP, which is focused on HANA.”

Craig Halterman, CIO, Cohu

Implementation Satisfaction

SAP customers were...

- 50% more likely to say the project was more stressful and difficult than anticipated
- 31% more likely to say that they found gaps during the implementation process
- Twice as likely to say that their UX did not meet expectations

SAP SuccessFactors customers were...

- 2.5x more likely to say that they were not satisfied with their implementation
- 31% more likely to say that they were not satisfied with their implementation
- Twice as likely to say that their UX did not meet expectations

A Trusted Partner

- 98% of Oracle roadmap commitments are delivered on
- 80% of Oracle product enhancements are based on customer feedback

Get Started

See how Oracle Cloud HCM can help your employees be more productive.

Source: Lighthouse Research Survey on Global HCM Implementations, May 2021